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In this study, we examined the effects of oleamide on 5HT
receptors and 5HT-mediated neurotransmission by determining whether oleamide could modulate 5HT2 receptor-induced
phosphoinositide turnover in mammalian cells, as was implied
by studies using the oocyte system (4), and whether oleamide
could modulate a 5HT subtype coupled to a different G
protein-coupled receptor. We have used rat pituitary P11 cells,
which endogenously express the 5HT2A receptor subtype, and
HeLa cells that have been transfected with 5HT7 receptor
cDNA, as two 5HT systems coupled to different second
messenger systems, phosphoinositide hydrolysis and adenylate
cyclase, respectively. In the presence of 5HT, oleamide causes
a potentiation of 5HT2A receptor-induced phosphoinositide
hydrolysis but an inhibition of 5HT7 receptor-mediated stimulation of cAMP levels. Surprising to note, oleamide exhibited
a stimulatory effect on cAMP in the absence of agonist. Our
results suggest that oleamide interacts at an allosteric site on
the 5HT7 receptor and can influence G protein signaling via
activation of this site.

ABSTRACT
The effects of oleamide, an amidated lipid
isolated from the cerebrospinal f luid of sleep-deprived cats,
on serotonin receptor-mediated responses were investigated in
cultured mammalian cells. In rat P11 cells, which endogenously express the 5-hydroxytryptamine2A (5HT2A) receptor,
oleamide significantly potentiated 5HT-induced phosphoinositide hydrolysis. In HeLa cells expressing the 5HT7 receptor
subtype, oleamide caused a concentration-dependent increase
in cAMP accumulation but with lower efficacy than that
observed by 5HT. This effect was not observed in untransfected HeLa cells. Clozapine did not prevent the increase in
cAMP elicited by oleamide, and ketanserin caused an '65%
decrease. In the presence of 5HT, oleamide had the opposite
effect on cAMP, causing insurmountable antagonism of the
concentration-effect curve to 5HT, but had no effect on cAMP
levels elicited by isoproterenol or forskolin. These results
indicate that oleamide can modulate 5HT-mediated signal
transduction at different subtypes of mammalian 5HT receptors. Additionally, our data indicate that oleamide acts at an
apparent allosteric site on the 5HT7 receptor and elicits
functional responses via activation of this site. This represents
a unique mechanism of activation for 5HT G protein-coupled
receptors and suggests that G protein-coupled neurotransmitter receptors may act like their iontropic counterparts (i.e.,
g-aminobutyric acid type A receptors) in that there may be
several binding sites on the receptor that regulate functional
activity with varying efficacies.

METHODS
Cell Culture. HeLa cells were grown and cultured in OM5
media (5) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum in a 5%
CO2 environment. P11 cells (a subclonal line from rat pituitary
tumor 7315a) were supplied generously by Perry Molinoff
(Bristol–Myers) and were cultured similarly to those described
(6). HeLa cells were transiently transfected with
pCMV4REC20 (5HT7 receptor) (7) by using DOTAP {N-[1(2,3-dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N,-trimethylammonium methyl
sulfate} (Boehringer Mannheim) lipotransfection as described
by the vendor.
Cyclic AMP Accumulation. Cyclic AMP accumulation experiments were performed by an adaptation to that described
(8). HeLa cells were transfected by the DOTAP method and
used 72 h later. Cells were plated into 12-welled culture dishes
at a density of 800,000 cellsywell in MEM supplemented with
20 mM adenine and 2.5 mCi [3H]adenineywell and incubated
for 2–4 h. The cells were washed twice with Krebs–Ringer
bicarbonate buffer (124 mM NaCly5 mM KCly1.3 mM
MgCl2y26 mM NaHCO3y1.2 mM KHPO4y1.8 mM CaCl2y10
mM glucose) and equilibrated with 0.5 mM isobutylmethyl
xanthine in 0.5 ml for 15 min at 37°C. After equilibration, the
cAMP assay was initiated by the addition of serotonin andyor
various fatty acid amide derivatives and incubated for 15 min.
The reactions were quenched with the addition of 0.47 ml of
trichloroacetic acid (10% wtyvol). After 30 min, the supernatant from each well was applied to a cation exchanges column
(1.25 ml of AG 50W-X4, 200–400 mesh) and washed twice
with 1.25 ml of water. This eluate was collected, and the
radioactivity was measured to determine the incorporation of
[3H]adenine into [3H]ATP. The Dowex columns were positioned over neutral alumina columns, and the [3H]cAMP

Oleamide, the primary amide of oleic acid, and other long
alkane-chained fatty acid amides, including anandamide, the
endogenous ligand for the cannabinoid receptor (1), comprise
a novel family of amidated lipids that have been found in the
cerebrospinal fluid and plasma of mammals, including humans
(2, 3). Since its identification and isolation from the cerebrospinal fluid of sleep-deprived cats, oleamide has been implicated in a number of diverse physiological and neuromodulatory functions. In vivo, oleamide induces normal sleep (3) and
decreases body temperature (Steven Henriksen, personal communications) when injected into rats. In vitro, oleamide has
been shown to antagonize gap junction communication in
cultured glial cells (32) and to potentiate 5-hydroxytryptamine2Ay2C (5HT2Ay2C) receptor-mediated chloride currents in transfected frog oocytes but not those currents elicited
by other seven transmembrane domain receptors coupled via
the same G protein-linked pathway, such as metabotropic
glutamate receptor and muscarinic receptors (4). These latter
findings are of great interest because enhancement or disruption of serotonergic neurotransmission can have a range of
consequences involving psychiatric disturbances, appetite,
alertness, and sleep.
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fractions were eluted onto the alumina columns with 5 ml of
water. The [3H]cAMP fractions were eluted from the columns
with 4 ml of imidazole (0.1 M, pH 7.6). These fractions were
collected, and the amount of radioactivity was measured to
determine the amount of accumulated [3H]cAMP. The
[3H]cAMP values are expressed as a percentage of the amount
of incorporation of [3H]ATP to correct for minor variations in
the number of cells plated per condition. In some experiments,
[32P]cAMP (2,000–4,000) was added to the Dowex column as
an internal standard. When used, 5HT antagonists were added
30–45 min before addition of agonists. Only those experiments
in which 5HT caused at least a 2-fold increase in cAMP
accumulation over basal were included in the calculations. All
drugs were purchased from Sigma with the exception of
oleamide and its derivatives, which were provided generously
by Benjamin Cravatt (The Scripps Research Institute).
Phosphoinositide Hydrolysis. Measurement of phosphoinositide hydrolysis in cultured cells was performed similarly to
that described (6). Cells were plated 700,000 cellsywell in OM5
containing myo-[3H]inositol (3 mCiywell). Assay were performed 1–2 days later. Cells were washed twice with Krebs–
Ringer bicarbonate buffer and then equilibrated in 1 ml of
Krebs–Ringer bicarbonate buffer for 1 h in 10% CO2y90% air.
LiCl was added at a final concentration of 20 mM, and cells
were incubated for an additional 10 min before the addition of
various drugs. After 30 min, reactions were quenched by the
addition of 0.125 ml of perchloric acid (10% wtyvol). The
supernatants from each well were transferred into glass test
tubes and neutralized with 0.35 ml KOH (0.3 M) and 0.35 ml
NaHCO3 (5 mM). The entire contents of the test tubes were
then applied to 0.5 ml of Bio-Rad AG 1-X8 resin (200–400
mesh) and washed four times with 5 ml of water. Total inositol
phosphates were eluted off the columns with 0.5 ml of ammonium formate (1 M)yformic acid (0.1 M). Scintillation fluid
(12 ml) was added to each vial, and radioactivity was quantified
by a scintillation counter. Cell membranes remaining in each
well were solubilized with 1 ml of 0.1 M NaOH, and the
radioactivity incorporated into membrane phospholipids was
determined. Data are expressed as the percentage of [3H]phospholipids converted to [3H]inositol phosphates.
Calculations. EC50 values and maximal response values were
estimated by using nonlinear regression analysis as described
(9).

RESULTS
Previous studies demonstrated that oleamide potentiated
5HT2Ay2C-mediated chloride currents in the frog oocyte
expression system (4), so we investigated whether oleamide
could modulate this receptor subtype in rat P11 cells, which
endogenously express the 5HT2A subtype coupled to phosphoinositide hydrolysis (6). In these cells, 5HT caused a concentration-dependent increase in inositol phosphate formation
with an EC50 of 10 mM (Fig. 1B). In the presence of an EC50
concentration of 5HT, oleamide caused a concentrationdependent increase in inositol phosphate turnover, resulting in
a substantial potentiation of the 5HT response (Fig. 1 A). At a
concentration of 100 nM, oleamide caused a significant potentiation of the 5HT concentration–response curve, resulting
in an increase in the maximal 5HT response by 228% (Fig. 1B).
Oleamide, by itself, had no significant effect of inositol phosphate formation in these cells (data not shown).
We next investigated whether oleamide had any modulatory
effects on the 5HT7 receptor subtype, which is coupled to a
stimulation of adenylate cyclase (7). In HeLa cells transfected
with 5HT7 receptor cDNA, 5HT caused a concentrationdependent increase in cAMP accumulation with an EC50 value
of 52 nM and a maximal response of 2.56-fold over basal (Fig.
2A, Inset). In the absence of 5HT, oleamide also caused a
concentration-dependent increase in cAMP accumulation

FIG. 1. The effects of oleamide on inositol phosphate formation
elicited by 5HT in P11 cells. (A) Phosphoinositide hydrolysis in P11
cells was measured in the presence of a single concentration of 5HT
(10 mM) in the absence or presence of increasing concentrations of
oleamide (1 nM–1 mM). Values plotted are inositol phosphates
converted from labeled membrane phospholipids as a percentage of
the maximal 5HT-induced response observed. Data are mean 6 SEM
of four experiments performed in triplicate. Asterisks indicate significant potentiation by oleamide using Student’s t test (two-tailed): p,
P 5 0.010–0.038; pp, P 5 0.0002. (B) Phosphoinositide hydrolysis was
measured in response to increasing concentrations of 5HT in the
absence (E) or presence (F) of oleamide (100 nM). Data points are
mean 6 SEM of five experiments performed in triplicate.

with an EC50 value of 4.2 nM and a maximal effect of 1.51-fold
over basal (Fig. 2 A), as determined by nonlinear regression
analysis. Neither this effect of oleamide (Fig. 2 A) nor that of
5HT (data not shown) was observed in untransfected HeLa
cells. We then measured the effect of oleamide in combination
with 5HT. Oleamide dose-dependently inhibited the cAMP
response elicited by 5HT (100 nM) at a maximally effective
concentration of 100 nM (Fig. 2B), which is consistent with the
action of a partial agonist. However, oleamide (100 nM)
caused insurmountable antagonism of the 5HT concentration–
response curve (Fig. 3A), suggesting that oleamide was acting
at a site other than the primary binding site for 5HT. To test
this hypothesis, two 5HT antagonists, ketanserin and cloza-
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the EC50 value or maximal response elicited by isoproterenol
or forskolin in HeLa cells (Fig. 3 B and C). Hence, oleamide’s
actions appear to be specific to 5HT receptors, consistent with
the findings of Huidrobro-Toro and Harris (4) in Xenopus
oocytes.
Three oleamide-related compounds, which vary in length of
alkane chain and number and position of the double bond, as
well as oleic acid, which lacks a primary amide group, were
tested for their ability to modulate cAMP levels in transfected
HeLa cells. Only cis-8,9-octadecenamide had a significant
inhibitory effect on the 5HT-induced increase in cAMP accumulation. The compound erucamide, which has a 4-carbon
longer backbone, had a small, but nonsignificant, inhibitory
effect. Neither oleic acid nor the trans-9,10-octadecenamide
had any modulatory effects on 5HT-induced cAMP increases
in these cells. Additionally, none of the fatty acid derivatives
had any effects on isoproterenol- or forskolin-induced cAMP
increases (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

FIG. 2. Effects of 5HT and oleamide on cAMP accumulation
measured in 5HT7-transfected and untransfected HeLa cells. (A)
Synthesis of cAMP in the presence of increasing concentrations of
oleamide in 5HT7-transfected HeLa cells (F) and in untransfected
HeLa cells (E). (B) cAMP accumulation elicited by 5HT (300 nM) was
measured in the presence of increasing concentrations of oleamide (1
nM–1 mM) in 5HT7-transfected HeLa cells. Asterisks indicate significant inhibition by oleamide using Student’s t test (two-tailed): p, P 5
0.0012; pp, P 5 0.0006; ppp, P 5 0.0004. cAMP values are expressed
as a multiple of the basal (unstimulated) synthesis.

pine, were tested for their ability to block oleamide’s effects on
cAMP accumulation, as well as 5HT. Clozapine (1 mM)
prevented the 5HT-induced cAMP stimulation by 69% but had
no significant effect on oleamide-induced increases in cAMP
levels (Fig. 4). In contrast, ketanserin (10 mM) blocked both
the 5HT- and oleamide-elicited increases in cAMP accumulation (Fig. 4) by '65%.
We next tested whether oleamide’s actions were specific to
5HT receptors by measuring the effects of oleamide on the
responses elicited by isoproterenol, which acts via the badrenergic receptor (10), and forskolin, a direct activator of
adenylate cyclase (11). Oleamide (100 nM) had no effect on

We investigated the effects of the fatty acid amide oleamide on
5HT signal transduction in mammalian cells. Previous studies
by Huidrobro-Toro and Harris (4) demonstrated that oleamide
potentiated 5HT2Ay2C-mediated chloride currents in the frog
oocyte expression system. In this system, the chloride currents
elicited by 5HT result from a signaling cascade involving
phosphoinositide hydrolysis and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate
receptor stimulation (12, 13) although this pathway was not
directly measured in their study. We measured the effect of
oleamide directly on phosphoinositide hydrolysis, and, in
agreement with their studies, our results showed that oleamide
can substantially potentiate 5HT-induced phosphoinositide
turnover in P11 cells, which endogenously express the 5HT2A
receptor. In P11 cells, the Ki value of 5HT at the 5HT2A
receptor is '33 mM (6). Previous studies using these cells
typically have measured submaximal increases in phosphoinositide hydrolysis at 5HT concentrations between 10 and 50 mM
(6, 14, 15); however, an EC50 value for 5HT also has been
reported to be ,1 mM (6). In this study, we measured similar
increases in phosphoinositide hydrolysis at a 5HT concentration of 10 mM, but our EC50 value for 5HT was higher than that
reported previously (6). This observed lower potency may be
accounted for by the slightly different conditions used in
culturing the P11 cells. Oleamide caused significant potentiation of the 5HT response at a concentration as low as 10 nM
(Fig. 1 A), which is in general agreement with the results of
Huidrobro-Toro and Harris (4) although those workers observed a small, but significant, effect on 5HT-elicited chloride
currents at 1 nM oleamide. This may be explained by the
greater sensitivity in measuring ion currents via electrophysiology vs. the column elution method of detecting inositol
phosphates or by the fact that the simplified oocyte system is
more sensitive to the effects of lipid compounds.
In contrast to its augmentation of 5HT2 receptor signal
transduction, oleamide demonstrated inhibitory effects on
cAMP accumulation elicited by 5HT7 receptor subtype activation. This result indicates that oleamide’s actions are not
selective for the 5HT2A receptor subtype per se and are not
limited to potentiating effects. Oleamide had no effect on
b-adrenergic receptor-stimulated, or forskolin-induced, increases in cAMP synthesis; hence, consistent with the findings
of Huidrobro-Toro and Harris (4) in Xenopus oocytes, oleamide’s actions appear to be specific to 5HT receptors albeit
not a single subtype.
Oleamide caused a 50% increase in cAMP production in
HeLa cells expressing the 5HT7 receptor. In untransfected
cells, oleamide did not exhibit a similar increase in cAMP but
did appear to have a slight, nonspecific stimulatory effect,
which is perhaps because of the lipid nature of the compound.
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FIG. 3. Effect of oleamide on cAMP responses elicited by 5HT (A), isoproterenol (B), and forskolin (C). Synthesis of cAMP was measured
in response to increasing concentrations of drug in the absence (E) and presence (F) of oleamide (100 nM). All responses were measured in HeLa
cells transfected with 5HT7 receptor cDNA. Data points represent mean 6 SEM of at least four experiments performed in triplicate.

The fact that oleamide, by itself, exhibited a small stimulatory
effect on cAMP accumulation in transfected HeLa cells, but
inhibited the effects of 5HT, suggests that oleamide acts as a
partial agonist. However, our data do not support the notion
of oleamide acting at the primary binding site for 5HT, a
traditional criterion for a partial agonist. First, clozapine,
which has high affinity for the 5HT7 receptor (,50 nM) (7),
blocked the 5HT-elicited cAMP response but had no effect on
the oleamide-induced increase. This result indicates that oleamide and 5HT do not act at the same recognition site on the
receptor. Second, oleamide (100 nM) caused insurmountable
blockade of the 5HT concentration–effect curve. If 5HT and
oleamide were binding to the same site, then the inhibition by
oleamide should have been overcome by high (1 mM) concentrations of 5HT. In addition to clozapine, we used ketanserin, a 5HT2 selective antagonist that also has some affinity
for the 5HT7 receptor ('1 mM) (16). In addition to binding to

the primary 5HT binding site on the 5HT2 receptor, ketanserin
also has been shown to interact with a well defined allosteric
site on this subtype (17, 18). In the present study, ketanserin
(10 mM) antagonized the cAMP responses elicited by both
5HT and oleamide. It is possible that ketanserin interacts with
an allosteric site on the 5HT7 receptor to prevent the responses
induced by oleamide although such sites on the 5HT7 receptor
have not yet been reported.
It is well known that ionotropic neurotransmitter receptors,
such as the N-methyl-D-aspartate and g-aminobutyric acid
type A receptors, have multiple sites on the receptor that allow
for complex modulation of channel opening (19–21). Ligands,
which bind to these allosteric sites, typically modify the affinity
of the receptor for classical neurotransmitters, such as glutamate and g-aminobutyric acid, but also can regulate channel
function to various extents by themselves (21, 22). Certain G
protein-coupled neurotransmitter receptors, such as the muscarinic acetylcholine, a-adrenergic, and serotonin 5HT2 receptors, also exhibit allosteric binding sites, likely located on
the extracellular surface of the receptor (22–26). Ligands that
bind to these allosteric sites alter the conformation of the
classical binding site, located deep within the pocket formed by
the seven transmembrane domains, and regulate binding of
classical agonists or antagonists (22–25). An independent
phenomenon of allosteric antagonism operates by means of
uncoupling the G protein from the receptor. For example,
compounds such as heparin and trypan blue have been shown
to interfere with G protein coupling of muscarinic and a- and
b-adrenergic receptors (27–29).
Table 1. The effect of various fatty acid amide derivatives and
oleic acid on 5HT-, isoproterenol-, and forskolin-mediated
stimulation of cAMP in transfected HeLa cells
Max cAMP response, %

FIG. 4. Effects of clozapine and ketanserin on 5HT- and oleamideelicited cAMP responses in 5HT7-transfected HeLa cells. cAMP
values are expressed as stimulation over basal and represent the
mean 6 SEM of at least four experiments performed in triplicate.
Clozapine (1 mM) and ketanserin (10 mM) were incubated with HeLa
cells 30 – 45 min before addition of 5HT or oleamide. Asterisks
indicate significant inhibition by clozapine and ketanserin using Student’s t test (one-tailed): p, P 5 0.024–0.038; pp, P 5 0.005.

Compound

5HT
(300 nM)

Forskolin
(1 mM)

Isoproterenol
(100 nM)

Alone
Oleic acid
Oleamide
trans-9,10-ODA
cis-8,9-ODA
Erucamide

100
81.8 6 10.4
45.0 6 9.3**
98.5 6 6.0
55.6 6 8.5*
74.8 6 3.0

100
104 6 15
92.0 6 9.7
91.5 6 20.0
104.5 6 0.25
110.6 6 16

100
101.1 6 2.8
104.8 6 3.7
101.8 6 19.6
100.2 6 2.8
96.8 6 8.0

Values represent cAMP accumulation measured as a percentage of
the response elicited by 5HT, forskolin, or isoproterenol. ODA,
octadecenamide. Values are mean 6 SEM. Asterisks represent values
significantly different from the alone value using a Student’s t test
(two-tailed). p, P 5 0.0038; pp, P 5 0.0006.
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That receptors can be activated via their allosteric sites is a
notion that only recently has been realized (30). Jakubik and
colleagues (30) demonstrated that gallamine, alcuronium, and
strychnine, typical allosteric agents, could elicit functional
responses of muscarinic receptors (m1–m3) in the absence of
a muscarinic agonist. We suggest that oleamide interacts with
the 5HT7 receptor in a similar manner, i.e., oleamide binds to
an allosteric site on the 5HT7 receptor to stimulate cAMP
accumulation, albeit at a lesser efficacy than 5HT, whereas the
presence of bound oleamide on the receptor may alter the
conformation in a manner that changes its affinity for 5HT or
sterically hinders 5HT from binding to its primary binding site,
resulting in an inhibition of the 5HT-induced response. Because oleamide had no significant effect on the 5HT2A receptors by itself, we were not able to test the nature of the
interaction of oleamide with this subtype; however, it is likely
that oleamide can interact with other 5HT subtypes in an
allosteric manner. Oleamide’s ability to modulate at least two
different subtypes in opposites directions has interesting implications. In cells expressing both subtypes, oleamide could
enhance signaling at one receptor while antagonizing the
other. This may represent a mechanism for fine tuning complex signaling pathways under certain conditions.
There appears to be some structural specificity for the site
at which oleamide interacts, such as amidation of the carboxyl
group of the fatty acid and a requirement for a cis conformation. Oleic acid, which lacks the primary amide group, did not
exhibit effects on 5HT neurotransmission similar to those of
oleamide. It has been shown that some neuropeptides require
amidation for activity (31), suggesting that it might be a cellular
mechanism that allows for functional activity of certain molecules. Only one other compound, cis-8,9-octadecenamide,
which shares a similar double bond configuration as oleamide,
exhibited a significant effect on 5HT-induced cAMP accumulation, indicating that the cis configuration is an important
structural requirement for activity.
Our data indicate that oleamide acts via an allosteric site on
the 5HT7 receptor to influence G protein signaling. This is a
unique mechanism of activation for 5HT G protein-coupled
receptors, and it suggests that oleamide may influence behavioral responses by interaction with 5HT receptors in this
manner. These findings provide evidence that G proteincoupled neurotransmitter receptors may act more like their
iontropic counterparts (i.e., g-aminobutyric acid type A receptors) in that there may be several binding sites on the
receptors that regulate functional responses to different ligands with varying efficacies.
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